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Free read The pragmatics of political
discourse explorations across cultures
pragmatics beyond new series (PDF)
the volume promotes a pragmatic perspective to the analysis of political discourse as
multilayered mediated discourse the chapters cross the disciplinary and methodological
boundaries of speech act theory social positioning theory and argumentation theory and
rhetorics they address the strategic use of address terms and irony the form and function of
questions and the expression of certainty in the contexts of parliamentary discourse interview
talkshow phone in programme and motion of support across different discourse domains
different cultural contexts are represented including africa the middle east different parts of
europe and the united states this book explores the various forms and functions of follow ups in
a range of political speech events follow ups are conceptualized as communicative acts in and
through which a prior communicative act is accepted challenged or otherwise negotiated by
ratified participants in the exchange or by third parties the broad view suggested here
accommodates a large variation in the functions of follow ups e g positioning third party
involvement evaluation and argumentation ratification support challenge and attendance to face
wants these variations are explored in a range of cultural environments such as the uk the
netherlands israel and france inter cultural exchanges are studied through the analysis of
diplomatic discourse interpreting and cross cultural comparison the book presents an application
of inductive and deductive research modes in an analysis of political discourse the discussion is
illustrated with text samples from inaugural addresses of us presidents and various speeches
given by prominent nato politicians it is argued that both analytic approaches have their
inherent inadequacies which poses a need for an integrated research mode also numerous
observations are made about the rhetoric of the analyzed text types de landtsheer and feldman
draw together a collection of research essays examining the nature characteristics content and
reception of public rhetoric in various cultures and social settings the volume focuses on three
concerns first it examines public speech and symbols in various countries in both the east and
the west second it details various methods to study political discourse third it reviews public
speech and symbols in relationship to citizenship as a unique study of the ways in which public
speech works in a variety of nations to liberate and educate when it bridges the gaps between
political elites and regular citizens this volume should appeal to anyone including scholars and
researchers with an interest in better understanding the burgeoning world of political
communication the volume explores the vast and heterogeneous territory of political linguistics
structuring and developing its concepts themes and methodologies into combined and coherent
analysis of political discourse apd dealing with an extensive and representative variety of topics
and domains political rhetoric mediatized communication ideology politics of language choice
etc it offers uniquely systematic theoretically grounded insights in how language is used to
perform power enforcing imbuing practices in social interaction and how it is deployed for
communicating decisions concerning language itself the twenty chapters in the volume written
by specialists in political linguistics critical discourse analysis pragmatics sociolinguistics and
social psychology address the diversity of political discourse to propose novel perspectives from
which common analytic procedures can be drawn and followed the volume is thus an essential
resource for anyone looking for a coherent research agenda in explorations of political discourse
as a point of reference for their own academic activities both scholarly and didactic politics in
today s world consists of almost continuous interconnected talking and writing in a constantly
expanding media universe this comprehensive collection of papers edited by urszula okulska
and piotr cap helps readers to get a hold on the flow of discourse that constitutes politics today
indispensible for anyone seeking perspectives for understanding the language of politics and
research methods for probing beyond the surface administration and the other examines the
social construction of groups of people and resultant policy impacts in the discourse of the
american republic from before its founding to the present the book suggests that from pre
revolutionary interactions between early colonialists and native americans to recent immigration
debates discourse on the other has resulted in the development of policies that have led to
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further marginalization community division and harm to scores of innocents within the public
sphere ultimately administration and the other examines the construction of the other from a
sociological and historical framework to engage students and scholars of political and
administrative processes in using the often unspoken history of the field as part of a larger
historical framework to explore how policy has been shaped in relation to marginalized
communities by presenting elements of history that are frequently not entered into the
administrative and political discourse the book aims to frame a conversation that might lead to
the integration of thoughts about the often marginalized other into discussions of policy making
and policy implementation processes this book presents research into various types of
professional discourse through the prism of the functional linguistics approach focusing mainly
on practical aspects of speech the book discusses various topics such as structural semantic
cognitive and pragmatic characteristics of professional discourse argumentation strategies
humour in professional discourse and word building processes it also highlights communicative
effectiveness methods in professional discourse offering new ideas and discussing the latest
findings the book is intended for researchers lecturers and professionals in the field synthesising
diverse research avenues for politics discourse and political discourse this cutting edge
handbook examines the formative traditions current theoretical and methodological landscape
and genres and domains over which political discourse extends this volume provides a timely
reflection of this growing interdisciplinary field of translation interpreting and political discourse
it includes very recent work carried out by researchers from a range of countries the chapters
illustrate new trends and perspectives in the interdisciplinary research field and extends
previous research the volume covers both translation and interpreting modes in monolingual
bilingual and multilingual contexts it features the convergences and synergies between the two
modes and thus provides new insights on these different modes of language communication
furthermore instead of situating translation in politics or politics in translation the volume treats
political discourse and translation interpreting at equal levels thus allowing more room for the
discussion of the interdisciplinary nature of the field rethinking sinclair and coulthard s
sequentiality based notion of the follow up this volume explores its forms and communicative
functions in traditional and contemporary modes of communication parliamentary sessions
interviews debates speeches op eds discussion forums and twitter wherein political actors
address challenges to their political agenda and to their political face in so doing the volume
achieves two major advances first its contributions expand the understanding of follow ups
beyond the traditional focus on structural sequentiality considering communicative function as a
defining feature of a follow up second it broadens the understanding of what constitutes political
discourse as not being limited to a single discourse but also being able to span multiple
discourses of different forms and speech events over time based on aristotle s premise that we
are all political animals able to use language to pursue our own ends this text uses the
theoretical framework of linguistics to explore the ways in which we think and behave politically
margins of political discourse are those border zones where paradigms intersect and where
issues of order and disorder meaning and non meaning must be continually renegotiated our
age is marked by multiple dislocations by political as well as philosophical paradigm shifts
politically a europe centered world order has given way to a decentered arena of global power
struggles philosophically traditional metaphysics itself a european legacy is making room for
diverse modes of anti foundationalism in this situation philosophy and political theory are bound
to be decentered themselves occupying a peculiar border zone in which traditional boundaries
are blurred without being erased this is the locus of dallmayr s book located at the intersection
of continental and anglo american thought as well as at the border of philosophy and politics
margins of political discourse explores the zone between polis and cosmopolis between
modernity and postmodernity between reason and contingency between immanence and
transcendence in this accessible new textbook isabela and norman fairclough present their
innovative approach to analysing political discourse political discourse analysis integrates
analysis of arguments into critical discourse analysis and political discourse analysis the book is
grounded in a view of politics in which deliberation decision and action are crucial concepts
politics is about arriving cooperatively at decisions about what to do in the context of
disagreement conflict of interests and values power inequalities uncertainty and risk the first
half of the book introduces the authors new approach to the analysis and evaluation of practical
arguments while the second half explores how it can be applied by looking at examples such as
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government reports parliamentary debates political speeches and online discussion forums on
political issues through the analysis of current events including a particular focus on the
economic crisis and political responses to it the authors provide a systematic and rigorous
analytical framework that can be adopted and used for students own research this exciting new
text co written by bestselling author norman fairclough is essential reading for researchers
upper undergraduate and postgraduate students of discourse analysis within english language
linguistics communication studies politics and other social sciences this book takes an
innovative view of language and politics charting the terrain of political identities and discourses
in new zealand through detailed linguistic analysis of interactions with its voters the author first
sets out the geographical and sociopolitical context examining how the constraints of a small
and isolated country interact with widespread social values such as egalitarianism he then
delves into the multiple nature of identities and explores how kiwis form their political selves
through informal talk with others and in engagement with their physical and discursive
surroundings in doing so the author provides an in depth exploration of new zealand political
culture identity and discourse and sheds light on how we use language to become political
people this book will be of interest to linguists political scientists and sociologists working with
discourse analysis choice 1998 outstanding academic books this detailed disciplinary history of
the field of international relations examines its early emergence in the mid nineteenth century
to the period beginning with the outbreak of world war ii it demonstrates that many of the
commonly held assumptions about the field s early history are incorrect such as the presumed
dichotomy between idealist and realist periods by showing how the concepts of sovereignty and
anarchy have served as the core constituent principles throughout the history of the discipline
and how earlier discourse is relevant to the contemporary study of war and peace international
security international organization international governance and international law the book
contributes significantly to current debates about the identity of the international relations field
and political science more generally discourse analytic approaches are central to translator
training and translation analysis but have been somewhat overlooked in recent translation
studies this volume sets out to rectify this marginalization it considers the evolution of the use of
discourse analysis in translation studies presents current research from ten leading figures in
the field and provides pointers for the future topics range from close textual analysis of cohesion
thematic structure and the interpersonal function to the effects of global english and the
discourses of cyberspace the inherent link between discourse and the construction of power is
evident in many contributions that analyse institutional power and the linguistic resources which
mark translator interpreter positioning an array of scenarios and languages are covered
including arabic chinese english german korean and spanish originally published as a special
issue of target 27 3 2015 indirectness has been a key concept in pragmatic research for over
four decades however the notion as a technical term does not have an agreed upon definition
and remains vague and ambiguous in this collection indirectness is examined as a way of
communicating meaning that is inferred from textual contextual and intertextual meaning units
emphasis is placed on the way in which indirectness serves the representation of diverse voices
in the text and this is examined through three main prisms 1 the inferential view focuses on
textual and contextual cues from which pragmatic indirect meanings might be inferred 2 the
dialogic intertextual view focuses on dialogic and intertextual cues according to which different
voices social ideological literary etc are identified in the text and 3 the functional view focuses
on the pragmatic rhetorical functions fulfilled by indirectness of both kinds this edited volume
offers new insights into contemporary political discourses in slavic speaking countries by
focusing on discursive and linguistic means deployed in relevant genres such as parliamentary
discourse commemorative and presidential speeches mediated communication and literal and
philosophical essays the depth of the linguistic analysis reflects different levels of linkage
between language and social practice constituting the discourse the theoretical and
methodological approaches discussed range from interactional pragmatics over corpus
linguistics to cda the chapters contain original language material in russian polish czech croatian
serbian and macedonian and the authors address issues such as the affiliation to different
political and social groups within parliamentary settings national identity gender and minorities
as well as cultural memory and reconciliation the routledge handbook of critical discourse
studies provides a state of the art overview of the important and rapidly developing field of
critical discourse studies cds forty one chapters from leading international scholars cover the
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central theories concepts contexts and applications of cds and how they have developed
encompassing approaches analytical methods interdisciplinarity social divisions and power
domains and media including methodologies to assist those undertaking their own critical
research of discourse this handbook is key reading for all those engaged in the study and
research of critical discourse analysis within english language and linguistics communication
media studies and related areas exploring discourse practices in romanian is a glimpse into
romanians style of interaction which has developed eclectically at the crossroads of eastern and
western cultures it is oriented towards modern literacy while being deeply rooted in a long oral
tradition and paradoxically displays both attachment to local specifics and commitment to
mimetic speech and act ion s imported from various cultural spaces the book presents a
characterisation of the romanian cultural space in terms of various discourse practices drawing
on recent challenging theoretical proposals and concluding with in depth corpus based analyses
the chapters focus on five main topics the co construction of discursive identities discursive
polyphony textualisation of attitudes and emotions conceptual metaphors and
grammaticalisation of context explored in various discourse genres political discourse media
discourse professional discourse face to face conversation literature of memoires and the usage
of romanian by non natives the theoretical framework utilised here is discourse analysis defined
in a broad sense with regards to discourse patterns pragmatic phenomena conversation analysis
and rhetoric the volume having both a theoretical and an applied dimension will appeal to an
international readership including researchers interested in current developments of pragmatics
and discourse analysis the bhagavadgita has lent itself to several readings to defend or contest
various views on life morality and metaphysics this book explores the the role of the
bhagavadgita in the formation of nationalist discourse it examines the ways in which the gita
became the central terrain of nationalist contestation and the diverse ethico moral mappings of
the indian nation focusing on bankimchandra chatterjee balgangadhar tilak swami vivekananda
aurobindo ghose mahatma gandhi vinoba bhave and b r ambedkar as the representatives of
different strands of nationalist discourse this volume probes their reflections on the gita the
author also discusses with issues such as the relation between the nation and the masses
renunciation and engagement with the world the ideas of equality freedom and common good in
the context of a nationalist discourse he argues that the commentaries on this timeless text
opened up several possible understandings without necessarily eliminating one another noam
chomsky a world renowned linguist philosopher and outspoken critic of us foreign policy and the
media has consistently written and spoken about the dangers of the nexus between us
imperialism and neo liberalism this book explores if the experiences of social activists in india
corroborate major tenets of chomsky s discourse on globalization and us imperialism the work
although stems primarily from the area of professional social work is interdisciplinary in nature
and would be of interest to anyone interested in understanding the dynamics and politics of
development in india discourse and social media is a unique and timely collection that breaks
ground on how discourse scholars coming from a range of disciplinary perspectives can critically
analyse different social media including youtube facebook twitter and news the book fills a gap
in the market for a multi disciplinary collection for analysing the discourse of social media in
providing a thorough review of the field to date the opening chapter considers some of the
common and divergent interests and priorities that exist in social media discourse analysis it
also discusses the wider methodological and theoretical implications which social media analysis
brings to the process of discourse analysis as new forms of connections and communication call
us to re think the static models that we have been using the rest of the collection draws on
different traditions in discourse studies including critical discourse analysis sociolinguistics
pragmatics foucaultian analysis and multimodality to bring several unique approaches to
critically analysing social media from a discourse perspective each ground breaking chapter
shows how different forms of social media data can best be selected analysed and dealt with
critically as a whole discourse and social media provides a go to resource for social media
scholars as well as graduate students the book is a significant contribution to the development
of the field at this present shifting time this book was originally published as a special issue of
the journal of multicultural discourses during his campaign against racism in south africa and his
involvement in the congress led nationalist struggle against british colonial rule in india
mahatma gandhi developed a new form of political struggle based on the idea of satyagraha or
non violent protest he ushered in a new era of nationalism in india by articulating the nationalist
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protest in the language of non violence or ahisma that galvanized the masses into action
focusing on the principles of satyagraha and non violence and their evolution in the context of
anti imperial movements organized by gandhi this fascinating book looks at how these precepts
underwent changes reflecting the ideological beliefs of the participants assessing gandhi and his
ideology the text centres on the ways in which gandhi took into account the views of other
leading personalities of the era whilst articulating his theory of action concentrating on gandhi s
writings in harijan the weekly newspaper he founded this volume provides a unique
contextualized study of an iconic man s social and political ideas this book covers a broad range
of issues in the studies of text and discourse it combines a theoretical framework with empirical
engagement and brings together various approaches to these two phenomena from the
structural functional and cognitive perspectives while this topic has been widely discussed in
recent years such studies have mostly focused on specific language and discourse types this
work however presents the analysis of texts from american british azerbaijani french and russian
discourses across various types and genres and adopts an exclusive focus on pragmatic and
cognitive aspects the study of these two aspects can help reveal not only global and local
cultural identities but also the specific features of their discourse types and genres as such the
book also pays extensive attention to the role the studies of text and discourse can play in
exploring globalization and intercultural communication rabindranath tagore and mohandas
karamchand gandhi constitute the key pillars of indian nationalist thought in this book bidyut
chakrabarty demonstrates how tagore and gandhi drew on each other as they articulated their
unique mode of thinking which led to an innovative discourse tagore and gandhi agreed on
many ideas but also had serious differences on quite a few for instance on whether to support
the british during the boer war confluence of thought brings out the compatibility as well as the
differences in their thoughts by asserting that both of them despite their differences in approach
are essentially informed and shaped by western and indigenous discourses as well as by colonial
rule the chapters in the volume dwell on their views on nationalism civilisation religion rural
construction and religion these ideas and arguments moulded the freedom struggle and shaped
the future of a free india this book uses a postcolonial lens to question development s dominant
cultural representations and institutional practices investigating the possibilities for a
transformatory postcolonial politics ilan kapoor examines recent development policy initiatives
in such areas as governance human rights and participation to better understand and contest
the production of knowledge in development its cultural assumptions power implications and
hegemonic politics the volume shows how development practitioners and westernized elites
intellectuals are often complicit in this neo colonial knowledge production noble gestures such
as giving foreign aid or promoting participation and democracy frequently mask their
institutional biases and economic and geopolitical interests while silencing the subaltern
marginalized groups on whose behalf they purportedly work in response the book argues for a
radical ethical and political self reflexivity that is vigilant to our reproduction of neo colonialisms
and amenable to public contestation of development priorities it also underlines subaltern
political strategies that can and do lead to greater democratic dialogue political discourse
argues that a post positivistic critical theory of politics is needed to understand the ideological
distortions which are hidden in discourse about human needs and potentialities the contributors
analyse the modes of critical discourse in the works of major western and indian philosophers
this book examines how the contemporary indian situation poses a strict theoretical challenge to
habermas s theorization of the public sphere and employs the method of samvāda to critically
analyse and dissect its universalist claims it invites the reader to consider the possibility of
imagining a normative indian public sphere that is embedded in the indian context in a native
and not nativist sense to get past the derivative language of philosophical and political
discourses prevalent within indian academia the book proposes that the dynamic cooperative
space between indian political theory and contemporary indian philosophy is effectively suited
to theorize the native idea of the indian public sphere it underlines the normative need for a
natively theorized indian public sphere to further the multilayered democratization of public
spheres within diverse communities that constitute indian society the book will be a key read for
contemporary studies in philosophy political theory sociology postcolonial theory history and
media and communication studies a present day continuation of the philosophical narrative
presented in g w f hegel s phenomenology of spirit that confronts every major post hegelian
philosophical position and arrives at an original reconception of the purpose of dialectical
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phenomenology comparative political theory is at best an embryonic and marginalized endeavor
as practiced in most western universities the study of political theory generally involves a
rehearsal of the canon of western political thought from plato to marx only rarely are
practitioners of political thought willing and professionally encouraged to transgress the canon
and thereby the cultural boundaries of north america and europe in the direction of genuine
comparative investigation border crossings presents an effort to remedy this situation fully
launching a new era in political theory thirteen scholars from around the world examine the
various political traditions of west south and east asia and engage in a reflective cross cultural
discussion that belies the assumptions of an asian essence and of an unbridgeable gulf between
west and non west the denial of essential differences does not however amount to an
endorsement of essential sameness as viewed and as practiced by contributors to this ground
breaking volume comparative political theorizing must steer a course between uniformity and
radical separation this is the path of border crossings partha chatterjee is one of the world s
greatest living theorists on the political cultural and intellectual history of nationalism beginning
in the 1980s his work particularly within the context of india has served as the foundation for
subaltern studies an area of scholarship he continues to develop in this collection english
speaking readers are finally able to experience the breadth and substance of chatterjee s wide
ranging thought his provocative essays examine the phenomenon of postcolonial democracy
and establish the parameters for research in subaltern politics they include an early
engagement with agrarian politics and chatterjee s brilliant book reviews and journalism
selections include one never before published essay a tribute to the master which considers
through a mock retelling of an episode from the classic sanskrit epic the mahabharata a deep
dilemma in the study of postcolonial history and several bengali essays now translated into
english for the first time an introduction by nivedita menon adds necessary context and depth
critiquing chatterjee s ideas and their influence on contemporary political thought this major
work a sequel to the acclaimed the future of human rights brings together reflections on human
rights theory in the contemporary human condition delineated by the discourses concerning
development terror and the emergent posthuman while acknowledging the precarious place of
human rights today the author points to the emancipatory potential of the posthuman
contending that human rights norms and standards remain constitutive conditions of the
emergence of the posthuman this thought provoking volume will interest scholars and students
of human rights political philosophy development economics and international law as well as
activists and policymakers in the fields of law and development by examining theological and
literary narratives through an engagement with well known theorists of reading and religion this
collection of essays international in perspective brings together varied refreshing and
provocative responses to well established literary and critical theories in this work the author
issues a call for scholars of contemporary social history and practice to grapple with late
modernity s most pressing social and political issues he counterposes western thought with
indian social theory across an array of indian texts and ideas shows english teachers how they
can expand their curriculum beyond the traditional emphases on grammar and syntax to help
their students learn about many aspects of the english language including general semantics
regional and social dialects syntax spelling lexicography and word origins this book is suitable
for classroom teachers on the ethnic relations and politics in post 1978 sri lanka the
constructivist approach is the most important new school in the field of postcold war
international relations constructivists assume that interstate and interorganizational relations
are always at some level linguistic contexts thus they bridge ir theory and social theory this
book explores the constructivist approach in ir as it has been developing in the larger context of
social science worldwide with younger ir scholars building anew on the tradition of wittgenstein
habermas luhman foucault and others the contributors include friedrich kratochwil harald muller
matthias albert jennifer milliken birgit locher dodge and elisabeth prugl ben rosamond nicholas
onuf audie klotz lars lose and the editors
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The Pragmatics of Political Discourse 2013-01-29
the volume promotes a pragmatic perspective to the analysis of political discourse as
multilayered mediated discourse the chapters cross the disciplinary and methodological
boundaries of speech act theory social positioning theory and argumentation theory and
rhetorics they address the strategic use of address terms and irony the form and function of
questions and the expression of certainty in the contexts of parliamentary discourse interview
talkshow phone in programme and motion of support across different discourse domains
different cultural contexts are represented including africa the middle east different parts of
europe and the united states

Follow-ups in Political Discourse 2015-08-15
this book explores the various forms and functions of follow ups in a range of political speech
events follow ups are conceptualized as communicative acts in and through which a prior
communicative act is accepted challenged or otherwise negotiated by ratified participants in the
exchange or by third parties the broad view suggested here accommodates a large variation in
the functions of follow ups e g positioning third party involvement evaluation and argumentation
ratification support challenge and attendance to face wants these variations are explored in a
range of cultural environments such as the uk the netherlands israel and france inter cultural
exchanges are studied through the analysis of diplomatic discourse interpreting and cross
cultural comparison

Political Discourse 1987
the book presents an application of inductive and deductive research modes in an analysis of
political discourse the discussion is illustrated with text samples from inaugural addresses of us
presidents and various speeches given by prominent nato politicians it is argued that both
analytic approaches have their inherent inadequacies which poses a need for an integrated
research mode also numerous observations are made about the rhetoric of the analyzed text
types

Explorations in Political Discourse 2002-01-01
de landtsheer and feldman draw together a collection of research essays examining the nature
characteristics content and reception of public rhetoric in various cultures and social settings the
volume focuses on three concerns first it examines public speech and symbols in various
countries in both the east and the west second it details various methods to study political
discourse third it reviews public speech and symbols in relationship to citizenship as a unique
study of the ways in which public speech works in a variety of nations to liberate and educate
when it bridges the gaps between political elites and regular citizens this volume should appeal
to anyone including scholars and researchers with an interest in better understanding the
burgeoning world of political communication

Beyond Public Speech and Symbols 2000-05-30
the volume explores the vast and heterogeneous territory of political linguistics structuring and
developing its concepts themes and methodologies into combined and coherent analysis of
political discourse apd dealing with an extensive and representative variety of topics and
domains political rhetoric mediatized communication ideology politics of language choice etc it
offers uniquely systematic theoretically grounded insights in how language is used to perform
power enforcing imbuing practices in social interaction and how it is deployed for
communicating decisions concerning language itself the twenty chapters in the volume written
by specialists in political linguistics critical discourse analysis pragmatics sociolinguistics and
social psychology address the diversity of political discourse to propose novel perspectives from
which common analytic procedures can be drawn and followed the volume is thus an essential
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resource for anyone looking for a coherent research agenda in explorations of political discourse
as a point of reference for their own academic activities both scholarly and didactic politics in
today s world consists of almost continuous interconnected talking and writing in a constantly
expanding media universe this comprehensive collection of papers edited by urszula okulska
and piotr cap helps readers to get a hold on the flow of discourse that constitutes politics today
indispensible for anyone seeking perspectives for understanding the language of politics and
research methods for probing beyond the surface

Perspectives in Politics and Discourse 2010
administration and the other examines the social construction of groups of people and resultant
policy impacts in the discourse of the american republic from before its founding to the present
the book suggests that from pre revolutionary interactions between early colonialists and native
americans to recent immigration debates discourse on the other has resulted in the
development of policies that have led to further marginalization community division and harm to
scores of innocents within the public sphere ultimately administration and the other examines
the construction of the other from a sociological and historical framework to engage students
and scholars of political and administrative processes in using the often unspoken history of the
field as part of a larger historical framework to explore how policy has been shaped in relation to
marginalized communities by presenting elements of history that are frequently not entered into
the administrative and political discourse the book aims to frame a conversation that might lead
to the integration of thoughts about the often marginalized other into discussions of policy
making and policy implementation processes

Administration and the Other 2009-02-16
this book presents research into various types of professional discourse through the prism of the
functional linguistics approach focusing mainly on practical aspects of speech the book
discusses various topics such as structural semantic cognitive and pragmatic characteristics of
professional discourse argumentation strategies humour in professional discourse and word
building processes it also highlights communicative effectiveness methods in professional
discourse offering new ideas and discussing the latest findings the book is intended for
researchers lecturers and professionals in the field

Functional Approach to Professional Discourse
Exploration in Linguistics 2019-08-06
synthesising diverse research avenues for politics discourse and political discourse this cutting
edge handbook examines the formative traditions current theoretical and methodological
landscape and genres and domains over which political discourse extends

Handbook of Political Discourse 2023-02-14
this volume provides a timely reflection of this growing interdisciplinary field of translation
interpreting and political discourse it includes very recent work carried out by researchers from
a range of countries the chapters illustrate new trends and perspectives in the interdisciplinary
research field and extends previous research the volume covers both translation and
interpreting modes in monolingual bilingual and multilingual contexts it features the
convergences and synergies between the two modes and thus provides new insights on these
different modes of language communication furthermore instead of situating translation in
politics or politics in translation the volume treats political discourse and translation interpreting
at equal levels thus allowing more room for the discussion of the interdisciplinary nature of the
field
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Interlingual Readings of Political Discourse 2024-02-22
rethinking sinclair and coulthard s sequentiality based notion of the follow up this volume
explores its forms and communicative functions in traditional and contemporary modes of
communication parliamentary sessions interviews debates speeches op eds discussion forums
and twitter wherein political actors address challenges to their political agenda and to their
political face in so doing the volume achieves two major advances first its contributions expand
the understanding of follow ups beyond the traditional focus on structural sequentiality
considering communicative function as a defining feature of a follow up second it broadens the
understanding of what constitutes political discourse as not being limited to a single discourse
but also being able to span multiple discourses of different forms and speech events over time

The Dynamics of Political Discourse 2015-08-15
based on aristotle s premise that we are all political animals able to use language to pursue our
own ends this text uses the theoretical framework of linguistics to explore the ways in which we
think and behave politically

Analysing Political Discourse 2004
margins of political discourse are those border zones where paradigms intersect and where
issues of order and disorder meaning and non meaning must be continually renegotiated our
age is marked by multiple dislocations by political as well as philosophical paradigm shifts
politically a europe centered world order has given way to a decentered arena of global power
struggles philosophically traditional metaphysics itself a european legacy is making room for
diverse modes of anti foundationalism in this situation philosophy and political theory are bound
to be decentered themselves occupying a peculiar border zone in which traditional boundaries
are blurred without being erased this is the locus of dallmayr s book located at the intersection
of continental and anglo american thought as well as at the border of philosophy and politics
margins of political discourse explores the zone between polis and cosmopolis between
modernity and postmodernity between reason and contingency between immanence and
transcendence

Margins of Political Discourse 1989-07-03
in this accessible new textbook isabela and norman fairclough present their innovative approach
to analysing political discourse political discourse analysis integrates analysis of arguments into
critical discourse analysis and political discourse analysis the book is grounded in a view of
politics in which deliberation decision and action are crucial concepts politics is about arriving
cooperatively at decisions about what to do in the context of disagreement conflict of interests
and values power inequalities uncertainty and risk the first half of the book introduces the
authors new approach to the analysis and evaluation of practical arguments while the second
half explores how it can be applied by looking at examples such as government reports
parliamentary debates political speeches and online discussion forums on political issues
through the analysis of current events including a particular focus on the economic crisis and
political responses to it the authors provide a systematic and rigorous analytical framework that
can be adopted and used for students own research this exciting new text co written by
bestselling author norman fairclough is essential reading for researchers upper undergraduate
and postgraduate students of discourse analysis within english language linguistics
communication studies politics and other social sciences

Political Discourse Analysis 2013-06-17
this book takes an innovative view of language and politics charting the terrain of political
identities and discourses in new zealand through detailed linguistic analysis of interactions with
its voters the author first sets out the geographical and sociopolitical context examining how the
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constraints of a small and isolated country interact with widespread social values such as
egalitarianism he then delves into the multiple nature of identities and explores how kiwis form
their political selves through informal talk with others and in engagement with their physical and
discursive surroundings in doing so the author provides an in depth exploration of new zealand
political culture identity and discourse and sheds light on how we use language to become
political people this book will be of interest to linguists political scientists and sociologists
working with discourse analysis

Political Identity in Discourse 2019-05-22
choice 1998 outstanding academic books this detailed disciplinary history of the field of
international relations examines its early emergence in the mid nineteenth century to the period
beginning with the outbreak of world war ii it demonstrates that many of the commonly held
assumptions about the field s early history are incorrect such as the presumed dichotomy
between idealist and realist periods by showing how the concepts of sovereignty and anarchy
have served as the core constituent principles throughout the history of the discipline and how
earlier discourse is relevant to the contemporary study of war and peace international security
international organization international governance and international law the book contributes
significantly to current debates about the identity of the international relations field and political
science more generally

The Political Discourse of Anarchy 2016-02-24
discourse analytic approaches are central to translator training and translation analysis but have
been somewhat overlooked in recent translation studies this volume sets out to rectify this
marginalization it considers the evolution of the use of discourse analysis in translation studies
presents current research from ten leading figures in the field and provides pointers for the
future topics range from close textual analysis of cohesion thematic structure and the
interpersonal function to the effects of global english and the discourses of cyberspace the
inherent link between discourse and the construction of power is evident in many contributions
that analyse institutional power and the linguistic resources which mark translator interpreter
positioning an array of scenarios and languages are covered including arabic chinese english
german korean and spanish originally published as a special issue of target 27 3 2015

Discourse Analysis in Translation Studies 2017-07-18
indirectness has been a key concept in pragmatic research for over four decades however the
notion as a technical term does not have an agreed upon definition and remains vague and
ambiguous in this collection indirectness is examined as a way of communicating meaning that
is inferred from textual contextual and intertextual meaning units emphasis is placed on the way
in which indirectness serves the representation of diverse voices in the text and this is examined
through three main prisms 1 the inferential view focuses on textual and contextual cues from
which pragmatic indirect meanings might be inferred 2 the dialogic intertextual view focuses on
dialogic and intertextual cues according to which different voices social ideological literary etc
are identified in the text and 3 the functional view focuses on the pragmatic rhetorical functions
fulfilled by indirectness of both kinds

The Discourse of Indirectness 2020-10-15
this edited volume offers new insights into contemporary political discourses in slavic speaking
countries by focusing on discursive and linguistic means deployed in relevant genres such as
parliamentary discourse commemorative and presidential speeches mediated communication
and literal and philosophical essays the depth of the linguistic analysis reflects different levels of
linkage between language and social practice constituting the discourse the theoretical and
methodological approaches discussed range from interactional pragmatics over corpus
linguistics to cda the chapters contain original language material in russian polish czech croatian
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serbian and macedonian and the authors address issues such as the affiliation to different
political and social groups within parliamentary settings national identity gender and minorities
as well as cultural memory and reconciliation

Political Discourse in Central, Eastern and Balkan Europe
2019-07-15
the routledge handbook of critical discourse studies provides a state of the art overview of the
important and rapidly developing field of critical discourse studies cds forty one chapters from
leading international scholars cover the central theories concepts contexts and applications of
cds and how they have developed encompassing approaches analytical methods
interdisciplinarity social divisions and power domains and media including methodologies to
assist those undertaking their own critical research of discourse this handbook is key reading for
all those engaged in the study and research of critical discourse analysis within english language
and linguistics communication media studies and related areas

The Routledge Handbook of Critical Discourse Studies
2017-07-06
exploring discourse practices in romanian is a glimpse into romanians style of interaction which
has developed eclectically at the crossroads of eastern and western cultures it is oriented
towards modern literacy while being deeply rooted in a long oral tradition and paradoxically
displays both attachment to local specifics and commitment to mimetic speech and act ion s
imported from various cultural spaces the book presents a characterisation of the romanian
cultural space in terms of various discourse practices drawing on recent challenging theoretical
proposals and concluding with in depth corpus based analyses the chapters focus on five main
topics the co construction of discursive identities discursive polyphony textualisation of attitudes
and emotions conceptual metaphors and grammaticalisation of context explored in various
discourse genres political discourse media discourse professional discourse face to face
conversation literature of memoires and the usage of romanian by non natives the theoretical
framework utilised here is discourse analysis defined in a broad sense with regards to discourse
patterns pragmatic phenomena conversation analysis and rhetoric the volume having both a
theoretical and an applied dimension will appeal to an international readership including
researchers interested in current developments of pragmatics and discourse analysis

Exploring Discourse Practices in Romanian 2020-04-02
the bhagavadgita has lent itself to several readings to defend or contest various views on life
morality and metaphysics this book explores the the role of the bhagavadgita in the formation of
nationalist discourse it examines the ways in which the gita became the central terrain of
nationalist contestation and the diverse ethico moral mappings of the indian nation focusing on
bankimchandra chatterjee balgangadhar tilak swami vivekananda aurobindo ghose mahatma
gandhi vinoba bhave and b r ambedkar as the representatives of different strands of nationalist
discourse this volume probes their reflections on the gita the author also discusses with issues
such as the relation between the nation and the masses renunciation and engagement with the
world the ideas of equality freedom and common good in the context of a nationalist discourse
he argues that the commentaries on this timeless text opened up several possible
understandings without necessarily eliminating one another

The Bhagavadgita in the Nationalist Discourse
2011-05-30
noam chomsky a world renowned linguist philosopher and outspoken critic of us foreign policy
and the media has consistently written and spoken about the dangers of the nexus between us
imperialism and neo liberalism this book explores if the experiences of social activists in india
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corroborate major tenets of chomsky s discourse on globalization and us imperialism the work
although stems primarily from the area of professional social work is interdisciplinary in nature
and would be of interest to anyone interested in understanding the dynamics and politics of
development in india

Noam Chomsky's Discourse on Globalization and U.S.':
Imperialism 2012-01-01
discourse and social media is a unique and timely collection that breaks ground on how
discourse scholars coming from a range of disciplinary perspectives can critically analyse
different social media including youtube facebook twitter and news the book fills a gap in the
market for a multi disciplinary collection for analysing the discourse of social media in providing
a thorough review of the field to date the opening chapter considers some of the common and
divergent interests and priorities that exist in social media discourse analysis it also discusses
the wider methodological and theoretical implications which social media analysis brings to the
process of discourse analysis as new forms of connections and communication call us to re think
the static models that we have been using the rest of the collection draws on different traditions
in discourse studies including critical discourse analysis sociolinguistics pragmatics foucaultian
analysis and multimodality to bring several unique approaches to critically analysing social
media from a discourse perspective each ground breaking chapter shows how different forms of
social media data can best be selected analysed and dealt with critically as a whole discourse
and social media provides a go to resource for social media scholars as well as graduate
students the book is a significant contribution to the development of the field at this present
shifting time this book was originally published as a special issue of the journal of multicultural
discourses

Discourse and Social Media 2018-02-02
during his campaign against racism in south africa and his involvement in the congress led
nationalist struggle against british colonial rule in india mahatma gandhi developed a new form
of political struggle based on the idea of satyagraha or non violent protest he ushered in a new
era of nationalism in india by articulating the nationalist protest in the language of non violence
or ahisma that galvanized the masses into action focusing on the principles of satyagraha and
non violence and their evolution in the context of anti imperial movements organized by gandhi
this fascinating book looks at how these precepts underwent changes reflecting the ideological
beliefs of the participants assessing gandhi and his ideology the text centres on the ways in
which gandhi took into account the views of other leading personalities of the era whilst
articulating his theory of action concentrating on gandhi s writings in harijan the weekly
newspaper he founded this volume provides a unique contextualized study of an iconic man s
social and political ideas

English in context. Explorations in a grammar of
discourse 2004
this book covers a broad range of issues in the studies of text and discourse it combines a
theoretical framework with empirical engagement and brings together various approaches to
these two phenomena from the structural functional and cognitive perspectives while this topic
has been widely discussed in recent years such studies have mostly focused on specific
language and discourse types this work however presents the analysis of texts from american
british azerbaijani french and russian discourses across various types and genres and adopts an
exclusive focus on pragmatic and cognitive aspects the study of these two aspects can help
reveal not only global and local cultural identities but also the specific features of their discourse
types and genres as such the book also pays extensive attention to the role the studies of text
and discourse can play in exploring globalization and intercultural communication
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Social and Political Thought of Mahatma Gandhi
2006-01-16
rabindranath tagore and mohandas karamchand gandhi constitute the key pillars of indian
nationalist thought in this book bidyut chakrabarty demonstrates how tagore and gandhi drew
on each other as they articulated their unique mode of thinking which led to an innovative
discourse tagore and gandhi agreed on many ideas but also had serious differences on quite a
few for instance on whether to support the british during the boer war confluence of thought
brings out the compatibility as well as the differences in their thoughts by asserting that both of
them despite their differences in approach are essentially informed and shaped by western and
indigenous discourses as well as by colonial rule the chapters in the volume dwell on their views
on nationalism civilisation religion rural construction and religion these ideas and arguments
moulded the freedom struggle and shaped the future of a free india

Studies in Text and Discourse 2018-06-11
this book uses a postcolonial lens to question development s dominant cultural representations
and institutional practices investigating the possibilities for a transformatory postcolonial politics
ilan kapoor examines recent development policy initiatives in such areas as governance human
rights and participation to better understand and contest the production of knowledge in
development its cultural assumptions power implications and hegemonic politics the volume
shows how development practitioners and westernized elites intellectuals are often complicit in
this neo colonial knowledge production noble gestures such as giving foreign aid or promoting
participation and democracy frequently mask their institutional biases and economic and
geopolitical interests while silencing the subaltern marginalized groups on whose behalf they
purportedly work in response the book argues for a radical ethical and political self reflexivity
that is vigilant to our reproduction of neo colonialisms and amenable to public contestation of
development priorities it also underlines subaltern political strategies that can and do lead to
greater democratic dialogue

Confluence of Thought 2023-09-30
political discourse argues that a post positivistic critical theory of politics is needed to
understand the ideological distortions which are hidden in discourse about human needs and
potentialities the contributors analyse the modes of critical discourse in the works of major
western and indian philosophers

The Postcolonial Politics of Development 2008-02-08
this book examines how the contemporary indian situation poses a strict theoretical challenge to
habermas s theorization of the public sphere and employs the method of samvāda to critically
analyse and dissect its universalist claims it invites the reader to consider the possibility of
imagining a normative indian public sphere that is embedded in the indian context in a native
and not nativist sense to get past the derivative language of philosophical and political
discourses prevalent within indian academia the book proposes that the dynamic cooperative
space between indian political theory and contemporary indian philosophy is effectively suited
to theorize the native idea of the indian public sphere it underlines the normative need for a
natively theorized indian public sphere to further the multilayered democratization of public
spheres within diverse communities that constitute indian society the book will be a key read for
contemporary studies in philosophy political theory sociology postcolonial theory history and
media and communication studies

Political Discourse 1987-01-31
a present day continuation of the philosophical narrative presented in g w f hegel s
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phenomenology of spirit that confronts every major post hegelian philosophical position and
arrives at an original reconception of the purpose of dialectical phenomenology

India, Habermas and the Normative Structure of Public
Sphere 2023-05-19
comparative political theory is at best an embryonic and marginalized endeavor as practiced in
most western universities the study of political theory generally involves a rehearsal of the
canon of western political thought from plato to marx only rarely are practitioners of political
thought willing and professionally encouraged to transgress the canon and thereby the cultural
boundaries of north america and europe in the direction of genuine comparative investigation
border crossings presents an effort to remedy this situation fully launching a new era in political
theory thirteen scholars from around the world examine the various political traditions of west
south and east asia and engage in a reflective cross cultural discussion that belies the
assumptions of an asian essence and of an unbridgeable gulf between west and non west the
denial of essential differences does not however amount to an endorsement of essential
sameness as viewed and as practiced by contributors to this ground breaking volume
comparative political theorizing must steer a course between uniformity and radical separation
this is the path of border crossings

The Owl at Dawn 1995-01-01
partha chatterjee is one of the world s greatest living theorists on the political cultural and
intellectual history of nationalism beginning in the 1980s his work particularly within the context
of india has served as the foundation for subaltern studies an area of scholarship he continues to
develop in this collection english speaking readers are finally able to experience the breadth and
substance of chatterjee s wide ranging thought his provocative essays examine the
phenomenon of postcolonial democracy and establish the parameters for research in subaltern
politics they include an early engagement with agrarian politics and chatterjee s brilliant book
reviews and journalism selections include one never before published essay a tribute to the
master which considers through a mock retelling of an episode from the classic sanskrit epic the
mahabharata a deep dilemma in the study of postcolonial history and several bengali essays
now translated into english for the first time an introduction by nivedita menon adds necessary
context and depth critiquing chatterjee s ideas and their influence on contemporary political
thought

Border Crossings 1999
this major work a sequel to the acclaimed the future of human rights brings together reflections
on human rights theory in the contemporary human condition delineated by the discourses
concerning development terror and the emergent posthuman while acknowledging the
precarious place of human rights today the author points to the emancipatory potential of the
posthuman contending that human rights norms and standards remain constitutive conditions of
the emergence of the posthuman this thought provoking volume will interest scholars and
students of human rights political philosophy development economics and international law as
well as activists and policymakers in the fields of law and development

Empire and Nation 2010-05-10
by examining theological and literary narratives through an engagement with well known
theorists of reading and religion this collection of essays international in perspective brings
together varied refreshing and provocative responses to well established literary and critical
theories
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Human Rights in a Posthuman World 2009-04-29
in this work the author issues a call for scholars of contemporary social history and practice to
grapple with late modernity s most pressing social and political issues he counterposes western
thought with indian social theory across an array of indian texts and ideas

Theology and Literature: Rethinking Reader
Responsibility 2006-05-12
shows english teachers how they can expand their curriculum beyond the traditional emphases
on grammar and syntax to help their students learn about many aspects of the english language
including general semantics regional and social dialects syntax spelling lexicography and word
origins this book is suitable for classroom teachers

Conversations and Transformations 2002
on the ethnic relations and politics in post 1978 sri lanka

Language Exploration and Awareness 2006
the constructivist approach is the most important new school in the field of postcold war
international relations constructivists assume that interstate and interorganizational relations
are always at some level linguistic contexts thus they bridge ir theory and social theory this
book explores the constructivist approach in ir as it has been developing in the larger context of
social science worldwide with younger ir scholars building anew on the tradition of wittgenstein
habermas luhman foucault and others the contributors include friedrich kratochwil harald muller
matthias albert jennifer milliken birgit locher dodge and elisabeth prugl ben rosamond nicholas
onuf audie klotz lars lose and the editors

Sri Lanka in the Modern Age 2015-03

Constructing International Relations: The Next
Generation 2015-06-01
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